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  Abstract 

Human-robot collaboration (HRC) aims to increase efficiency and flexibility in 

production sites. The implementation in factories is, however, accompanied by risks 

of physical contact with robots and resulting injuries in case of system failures or 

workers’ misconduct. One assumed reason for such safety-critical behaviour is over-

trust in systems’ capabilities. The question remains if feedback systems can optimize 

trust levels and enhance workers’ safety and productivity. In the paper, we present a 

study in the industrial context examining the effects of a user-evaluated feedback 

system for fenceless HRC based on LED lighting and an information display. In the 

experiment, 48 participants performed a realistic collaboration task with a heavy-load 

robot in a pseudo real-world test environment. Dependent variables were assembling 

time, recognition of system failures and trust in automation. Independent variables 

were varied: robot feedback between groups, occurrence of system failures during 

collaboration and time pressure within groups in a balanced design. Results showed 

that the feedback system did not affect assembling time. Furthermore, system failures 

were more frequently detected, and (over)trust was reduced if the feedback system 

was applied. We discuss the potentials of feedback systems for workers’ safety 

enhancement and the development of an appropriate trust level in HRC. 

Introduction 

Human robot collaboration (HRC) becomes more and more relevant in industry as it 

is expected to enable the flexibility of increasingly complex production sites (Oubari 

et al., 2018). Although the number of applications in the manufacturing sector has 

risen in the last years (Matheson et al., 2019), especially applications of HRC with 

heavy-load robots remain in niche and pilot studies (Grüling, 2014).  

Efficient and safe collaborative work with robots in production sites majorly depends 

on trust (Freedy et al., 2007). Automation psychology studies the concept of trust in 

automation which in the subarea of human-robot interaction is specified as trust in 

robots or human-robot trust (Hancock, Billings, Schaefer, Chen et al., 2011). It is 

defined as “the reliance by an agent that actions prejudicial to their well-being will 

not be undertaken by influential others” (Hancock, Billings & Schaefer, 2011, p.24). 

In HRC, the robot stands for the influential other.  
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Despite the principal risks involved in human-automation interaction, e.g., resulting 

from following a false advice of an automated system or getting injured by a robot, 

people often highly trust automated systems (e.g., Wickens & Xu, 2002; Dzindolet 

al., 2003; Legler et al., 2020; Manchon et al., 2021). During interactions with reliable 

systems, trust even rises in course of time (e.g., Manchon et al., 2021; Legler et al., 

2020). This very high trust (‘positivity bias’; Dzindolet et al., 2003) can result in over-

trust in automation, associated with reduced situation awareness (Hancock, Billings, 

Schaefer, Chen et al., 2011) and reduced monitoring of the system (Hergeth et al., 

2016). So, although trust is highly essential for a successful HRI (Aroyo et al., 2021), 

‘too much’ trust potentially arises risks like low product quality or safety-critical 

behaviour of workers due to unnoticed technical malfunction. Contrary, an 

appropriate trust level should ensure high situation awareness and system monitoring. 

The trust calibration approach (e.g., Lee & See, 2004; Hancock, Billings, Schaefer, 

Chen et al., 2011) implies that also very high trust in automation represents the correct 

calibrated level of trust in case of highly reliable systems. Still, the absence of system 

failures is never assured. Therefore, high monitoring should always be targeted and 

over-trust should be prevented. Recently, over-trust in robots was described as a 

situation where humans misunderstand the risk of their own actions because they 

underestimate the probability that a robot performs its functions ineffectively or 

unsafely (Wagner et al., 2018). This adequately fits research on ‘machine heuristics’, 

showing that people trust machine-like, non-anthropomorphic devices and robots as a 

result of overreliance on technical functioning (Aroyo et al., 2021). Still, research 

regarding the consequences of ‘too much’ trust in robots is rare (Aroyo et al., 2021). 

Relevant factors in industrial HRC affecting trust are system failures and time 

pressure. Research on automated systems found that system failures reduce trust and 

safety-critical behaviour after failure occurrence due to higher monitoring and 

situation awareness (e.g., Wickens et al., 2015) but also heighten the risk of workers 

rejecting the system. Most studies focussed on the breakdown of decision-aid systems 

or on providing wrong information -  resulting in a reduction of trust (e.g., Dzindolet 

et al., 2003; Onnasch et al., 2014; Wickens et al., 2015). Trust reduction caused by 

system failures was also found during interactions with heavy-load robots by 

simulating a potentially safety-critical technical malfunction (Legler et al., 2020). But 

overall, research on effects of trust violations in robots’ physical functioning (referred 

to as ‘pragmatic trust’; Aroyo et al., 2021) like technical malfunctions is rare. In case 

of over-trust, failures of robots could even be not perceived at all (Aroyo et al., 2021) 

resulting from missing monitoring of robots’ actions. Overall, system failures show a 

potential to adjust over-trust to a more appropriate level, but only if users actually 

perceive the failure. 

Also, pacing in industrial settings can cause time pressure which was found to increase 

mental workload during human-automation interactions and this workload is therefore 

compensated by increased trust. While interacting with automation, time pressure 

increases subjective workload (Liu, Peterson et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016). 

Definitions of trust, equally interpersonal and automation trust, show that trust is used 

to reduce complexity and to manage uncertainty (Luhmann, 1979). Also, it was argued 

that working under time pressure increased heuristic information processing (e.g., 

Rieger & Manzey, 2022). As mentioned before, the ‘machine heuristics’ is a specific 
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heuristics that was associated with over-trust. It involves attributions of machine-like 

objectivity, capability and infallibility to the robot and especially occurs during 

interactions with non-anthropomorphic robots (Aroyo et al., 2021). As industrial 

robots are mostly non-anthropomorphic, the heuristics is likely to be applied under 

time pressure, reducing workload and increasing trust. Therefore, highly reliable 

automated systems can enhance task performance under time pressure as users trust 

and rely on the automated system instead of taking incorrect actions resulting from 

high workload (Rieger & Manzey, 2022). On the other hand, the above-mentioned 

negative effects of ‘too much’ trust are probably increased under time pressure, 

especially in case of system malfunctions. In an experimental study, experts showed 

a tendency of over-trust (following wrong advices of a system) and automation bias 

while being under time pressure (van der Waa et al., 2021). Still, research regarding 

effects of time pressure on trust in industrial robots is missing today. 

Visual feedback that gives information about the current state of an automated system, 

like robots, shows the potential to reduce workload, increase situation awareness and 

hence, affect trust and safety-critical behaviour. Visual feedback systems transfer 

information by using shape and colour as cognitive cues (Andersen et al., 2016). 

Colours carry important information, for example to signal danger and force human 

attention (Goldstein, 2010). If colour coding of information is corresponding to 

evolutionary or internalised associations, feedback systems can significantly reduce 

subjective workload (Blundell et al., 2020). Also, visual feedback is implemented to 

increase situation awareness of users (Maurtua et al., 2017; Palmarini et al., 2018; 

Schaefer et al., 2017). Furthermore, a meta-analysis showed that feedback affects trust 

in automation (Schaefer et al., 2016). In addition, trust mediates the relationship 

between feedback and actual reliance on the system (Dzindolet et al., 2003). Industrial 

robots on the shopfloor are mostly stationary within a robot cell and consist of a robot 

arm with several degrees of freedom and an end effector, e.g., a robotic hand or gripper 

(Bendel, 2020). Therefore, the robots are able to move from a fixed base or home 

position towards an intended goal position by manipulating the available degrees of 

freedom. In case of HRC, workers are situated inside the robot cell without fences and 

the robot cell is divided into robot zones with autonomous movements and a 

collaboration-zone (e.g., Bdiwi, Krusche et al., 2017). A typical industrial task with a 

heavy-load robot contains  

• the autonomous grasping and transporting of components by the robot towards 

the worker, 

• a collaborative handover of the component or workers’ assembling at a 

component while the robot acts as a ‘third hand’ holding the component inside 

the collaboration-zone (e.g., Bdiwi, Pfeiffer et al., 2017),  

• and robot’s autonomous component storage or direct return to a home position.  

Involvement of users during the design process of a visual feedback system for a 

fenceless HRC revealed that the following information are important for human 

collaborators: status information (e.g., current operation of the robot), warnings and 

explanations of errors, goal position of the robot to enhance the anticipation of 

subsequent robot actions and mode of operation (like autonomous versus 

collaborative phase) (Hoecherl et al., 2018). Research with industrial robots showed 

that workers would also prefer prospective information about future actions 

(Andersen et al., 2016; Liu, Kinugawa & Kosuge, 2016) and advised the usage of a 
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countdown for remaining collaboration time (Brending et al., 2016). All these 

additional information could enhance a smooth interaction during HRC and enable 

workers to adjust own’s assembling speed, resulting in lower assembling times. 

Contrary, it could increase stress in workers, resulting in assembling hectically or 

incorrectly. In a study, it was equally found that feedback did not influence assembling 

time at all (Sadrfaridpour & Wang, 2018). So, effects of feedback on performance 

remain unclear. 

 

To sum up current research, first, high trust is associated with less monitoring and 

situation awareness and system failures reduce trust. Second, time pressure results in 

high workload, reduced situation awareness and a tendency towards over-trust in 

HRC. Third, visual feedback systems can reduce workload and increase situation 

awareness in HRC. The question arises if feedback in HRC can support an appropriate 

trust level and enhance workers’ safety as well as performance in situations of system 

failures, especially under time pressure. With industrial robots, feedback about 

remaining collaboration time could lower workers’ assembling time (hypothesis 1). 

Due to increased situation awareness, feedback is expected to reduce safety-critical 

behaviour (hypothesis 2) and lower trust (hypothesis 3). Also, system failures should 

reduce trust (hypothesis 4). Time pressure is supposed to increase trust (hypothesis 5) 

due to increased workload.  

To gain answers to the research question, first an innovative feedback system had to 

be designed, integrated within the control system of a heavy-load robot, and evaluated 

by users with regards to usability. It is described in the following chapter. Second, an 

experiment was conducted in a pseudo real-world test environment, varying the 

application of the feedback system, the occurrence of system failures and time 

pressure. Methodology and experimental results are described subsequently and the 

paper closes with conclusions for industrial applications.  

Design and usability of the feedback system 

A          B  

Figure 1. A) KUKA robot with implemented LED lighting system showing differing status of 

base and flange lights and B) feedback display during cooperation mode. 

The feedback system was designed in accordance with the human-centred design 

process (DIN e.V., 2020). First, demands were derived with assembly workers from 

the automotive industry in several workshop formats. Then visual feedback was 

designed by iterative prototyping using standards of ISO 9241-110:2020 

(International Organization for Standardization, 2020). Finally, the visual feedback 
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system had an LED lighting system and an information display (see Figure 1), 

visualising all information highlighted by Hoecherl and colleagues (2018).  

 

Figure 2. Feedback information implemented in LED lighting system and information display. 

The visual feedback system was evaluated regarding usability by 24 participants. 

They completed a user test with a heavy-load industrial robot with the implemented 

LED lighting system and information display. Participants performed an industrial 

assembling task with the fenceless robot, covering several recurrent assembling cycles 

and lasting around 25 minutes. The Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire 

(PSSUQ; Lewis, 2002; German translation from Schaub et al., 2012 and Kaminski, 
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2018; 7-point Likert-scale) was applied separately for LED lighting system and 

display. Figure 3 compares the scores of subscales to inversed standard values from 

Sauro and Lewis (2016; high values show better usability). The ratings showed strong 

accordance with standard values. Interface quality (general liking and pleasantness) 

was little below average. Overall, the LED lighting system was evaluated better than 

the display. Additionally, participants used a scale from ‘0-never’ to ‘4-always’ to rate 

how often they were aware of and used either part of the feedback system (both times 

MdnLED = 3, MADLED = 1.48; Mdndisplay = 1; MADdisplay = 1.48), showing greater usage 

of the LED lighting system. Usage of LED lighting system (τ = .505, p = .002) and 

display (τ = .330, p = .041) were positively related to usability evaluations. 

 

Figure 3. Subscales of PSSUQ for LED lighting system and display compared to standard 

values (SysUse = System Usability, InfoQual = Information Quality, IntQual = Interface 

Quality). 

  Method of experiment 

Test environment 

An industrial KUKA robot (Quantec prime KR 180), classified as heavy-load robot, 

was used as a test bed (Figure 4) with implemented feedback system (see Figure 2). 

 

Figure 4. View of test environment with KUKA robot and participant during collaboration. 

The robot cell had a collaboration-, a robot- and a safety-zone (see Figure 5A). 

Participants always remained inside the robot cell during the experiment, waiting 

inside the safety zone until the collaboration time started (otherwise activating an 

emergency stop). The speed of the robot was associated with particular zones, moving 
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at a maximum speed of 2300 mm/s outside the collaboration-zone. The robot slowed 

down to 500 mm/s when entering the collaboration-zone. The robot was able to 

support a collaborative assembling task modelled similarly to a real workplace in the 

automotive industry. Table 1 describes tasks of the human and the robot within a 

complete assembling cycle as well as provided information by the feedback system. 

A      B  

Figure 5. A) Schematic presentation of the robot cell containing different zones and 

associated robot speeds, B) monitors for simulating an assembling line with two components 

in the queue and green LED lighting system indicating collaboration phase. 

 

Table 1. Robot and human tasks during one complete assembling cycle of the HRC task 

Robot Task  Human Task Feedback system 

Phase 1: Component transportation 

admission of component 

(front axle carrier), 

transport towards and 

stop inside collaboration-

zone 

- 

mode of operation 

(autonomous), current and 

future position of robot, 

countdown till collaboration 

Phase 2: Collaboration 

 

 

support human’s input by 

gesture control (speed 

250 mm/s) 

 

holding component 

during assembling 

(1) entering collaboration- 

      zone 

(2) gesture control: setting an  

     ergonomic height of the      

     component located at the  

     robot flange  

(3) assembling of eight hook- 

     and- pile tapes on the  

     component 

(4) entering safety-zone 

mode of operation 

(collaborative), countdown till 

collaboration ends, warning and 

explanation in case of error 

Phase 3: Component storage 

transport and storage of 

component, returning to 

component admission 

- 

mode of operation 

(autonomous), current and 

future position of robot  

 

For the height setting, the robot arm reacted to up-/downward movements of the 

human’s palm accordingly with 250 mm/s and with minimal physical distance to the 
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human (HRC level 3 according to Bdiwi, Pfeiffer et al., 2017). Although functional, 

this gesture control could be manually controlled by experimenters. Participants were 

not able to notice the manual control (wizard-of-oz), allowing experimenters to 

simulate a failure of gesture control. For the simulation of an assembling line, the test 

environment further had three monitors located behind the robot (see Figure 5B). If a 

monitor was turned on via wireless remote control, a picture of a front axle carrier 

(component) appeared. Experimenters were able to turn off a monitor to simulate 

component admission by the robot and turn on a monitor to simulate a new component 

in the queue. During the complete collaborative assembling task, all information 

described in Figure 2 were available to participants simultaneously via the LED 

lighting system and the feedback display. 

Experimental design 

A 2(feedback) x2(system failure) x2(time pressure) mixed design was conducted. 

‘Feedback’ was a between factor (control vs. feedback group), therefore, in the 

control group the LED lighting system and information display remained turned off. 

Within both groups, a balanced design of two within-factors ‘system failure’ (none 

vs. occurrence of failures) and ‘time pressure’ (none vs. time pressure) was applied.  

System failures were simulated in gesture control during the height setting task. For 

about 10 seconds the robot saliently jerked in the opposite direction of participants’ 

palm movement. Afterward, gesture control was correctly supported. Time pressure 

was realised by adding a component on the assembling line monitors (see Figure 5B) 

after the run-off of an individual cycle time. Therefore, assembling times were 

measured during participants’ baseline cycles and the fastest assembling time was 

used as individual reference for each participant. The constant robot period and 

individual reference were summed and used as individual cycle time. In time pressure 

conditions, individual cycle time only had half of the individual reference assembling 

time.  

Measures 

Demographic information like sex, age, as well as experience with industrial robots 

and production work, were captured in pre-survey. Additionally, Affinity for 

Technology Interaction (ATI; Franke et al., 2018; 6-point Likert-scale;  

α = .85) was assessed for sample specification.  

Further, several measures for dependent variables were applied. Assembling time was 

read out from log file data of the robotic system (time from finishing gesture control 

until robot started moving again). Safety-critical behaviour was operationalised as 

disregard of system failures. Without failures, times of gesture control across all 

scenarios showed a 5% percentile of 0.5 seconds. Hence, in failure scenarios a 

minimum gesture control time of 10.5 seconds should result (10 seconds failure 

simulation plus 0.5 seconds for actual height adjustment). Due to manual control of 

failures and according to expectable inaccuracies of failure time, a tolerance period of 

2 seconds was set. So, in failure scenarios a time less than 8.5 seconds between the 

start of collaboration mode and starting assembling mode was defined as disregard of 

failures. De facto, participants did not finish the height setting task and started 

assembling during robot movement which was not allowed by participants’ 
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instruction. Trust in automation was measured subjectively via a German translation 

(Pöhler et al., 2016) of Jian-Scale, after each of the five scenarios. Of its two subscales, 

only subscale trust (6 items; 7-point Likert scale) was used because both subscales 

were highly correlated and previous work suggested a two-factor structure (Pöhler et 

al., 2016; Legler et al., 2020). Across the scenarios, mean reliability for trust was  

α = .82. 

Sample 

In the experiment, 48 subjects participated and were randomly assigned to two groups 

of equal size: control group and feedback group. Both groups were gender balanced. 

Participants’ mean age was 26.2 years (SD = 7.54) in the control and 25.6 years  

(SD = 7.84) in the feedback group. Overall, affinity for technology interaction was on 

medium level and not differing between groups (Mcontrol = 3.79, Mfeedback = 3.88,  

Z = -0.454, p = .650). Slightly more participants of the feedback group (29%) had 

interacted with an industrial robot before (vs. 20%) and were currently or had ever 

worked in production sector before (29% vs. 25%). Participants received financial 

compensation.  

Procedures 

Participants got the participant information, signed a declaration of consent and filled 

in the pre-survey. Subsequently, participants watched two videos showing the real 

workplace with a handling device and an equivalent task with the robot in the test 

environment. Afterwards, participants were instructed about the collaborative task 

consisting of height setting via gesture control and assembling task (see Table 1). 

Participants within the feedback group additionally received a short introduction to 

the feedback system. All participants were instructed to  

• stay within the marked safety-zone before the robot stops inside the collaboration-

zone; leaving the zone would result in an emergency stop, 

• use gesture control for height setting in each assembling cycle, 

• stop assembling and enter the safety-zone as soon as they notice events seeming 

abnormal or critical 

• and seek low assembling time, as compensation would depend on it. 

All participants performed a baseline condition with a minimum of ten assembling 

cycles (see Table 1) to become familiar with the assembling task, learn gesture control 

and get to know the feedback system in the feedback group. After, each participant 

performed four interactions with the robot in randomised order. Each experimental 

scenario had five assembling cycles that together lasted for around four minutes. For 

all participants, system failures were simulated in the first and third or second and 

forth assembling cycle within the respective experimental scenario. Each scenario was 

followed by a short post-scenario survey to measure outcomes. After, participants 

received compensation regardless of assembling time. Overall, an experiment lasted 

around 60 minutes. 
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Data Analysis 

Statistic Software R (R Core Team, 2018) was used for data analysis. Due to the 

nonsymmetric distribution of data, mainly nonparametric data analysis was applied. 

If not specified otherwise, independent or dependent Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test was 

used for mean comparison and the Friedman Test for analysing variances across 

conditions. Nonparametric effect size r was calculated according to Tomczak and 

Tomczak (2014). All data showed successful manipulation of independent variables. 

  Results and discussion 

This section describes and discusses the experimental results grouped by dependent 

variables, followed by study limitations.  

  Assembling time  

Neither feedback nor time pressure influenced assembling time. It remained constant 

between different scenarios, both for the control group (Χ²(3) = 4.42, p = .220) and 

the feedback group (Χ²(3) = 6.30, p = .098) (Figure 6), showing no main effect of the 

independent variables system failure or time pressure for assembling time. Mean 

assembling time was ~20 seconds for control group and ~21 seconds for feedback 

group, showing no significant difference (Z ≥ -0.87, p ≥ .386, r ≤ .125). The result is 

in line with Sadrfaridpour and Wang (2018) and opposes hypothesis 1. Still, 

remaining collaboration time was only shown at the information display. As the 

evaluation of the feedback system has shown that participants rarely used the 

information display compared to the LED lighting system, a direct display of 

remaining collaboration time at the robot flange could have enhanced performance. 

This should be considered in further research and industrial applications.  

 

Figure 6. Assembling time dependent on scenario and group. Narrow bars indicate time 

pressure (TP+), wide bars no time pressure (TP-). F+ indicates scenarios with failure, F- 

without failure.  

Additionally, the higher variance of assembling time in the feedback group cannot be 

explained by sample composition and should be replicated.  
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Safety-critical behaviour 

Duration for gesture control during assembling cycles with system failures was higher 

for the feedback (M = 9.42, SD = 4.77) than control group (M = 12.68, SD = 3.05), 

resulting in a significant difference between groups (Z = -3.73, p < .001, r = .305). 

Additionally, Figure 7A shows that in the feedback group, durations hardly fell below 

the defined cut-off value for the ‘disregard of system failures’ (set to 8.5 seconds). 

Across all assembling cycles with system failures, 47% of occurring system failures 

were disregarded by the control group while only 5% were disregarded by the 

feedback group (Z = -4.28, p < .001, r = .495) (see Figure 7B).  

A    B   

Figure 7. A) Duration of gesture control mode during assembling cycles with failures 

dependent on group, black line shows expected minimum duration, red line shows cut-off 

value for operationalisation of disregarding system failures, B) proportion of disregarding 

system failures across the experiment dependent on group. 

In line with hypothesis 2, the visual feedback system reduced safety-critical behaviour 

during HRC. The evaluation of the feedback system has shown that users frequently 

pay attention to the LED lighting system but neglect the information display. 

Therefore, increased perception and correct interpretation of system failures are 

attributable to the lighting system. Additionally, its information quality was rated 

high. Hence, applying a colour coded lighting system within the attention zone of 

workers could enhance safety during industrial HRC.  

Trust in automation  

Trust was significantly decreased in the feedback compared to the control group, 

except for scenario TP-/Fail- (see Figure 8) which operationalizes a ‘normal’ 

assembling condition without abnormalities. This is in line with hypothesis 3 

(feedback lowers trust). 

After completing the baseline condition, trust was similar for both groups  

(Mcontrol = 4.92, Mfeedback = 4.74, Z = -0.95, p = .341, r = .137). Within the control 

group, none of the four experimental conditions significantly differed from each other 

(Χ²(3) = 5.95, p = .114). In contrast, in the feedback group trust differed across 

scenarios (Χ²(3) = 17.88, p < .001). Lowest trust values were shown during scenario 

TP-/Fail+ (M = 3.72, SD = 0.90) which was significantly lower than all other scenarios  

(Z > -2.03, p < .042, r > .415). Because of missing nonparametric test, ANOVA with 

repeated measures was calculated. It resulted in a significant main effect for system 

failure (F(1) = 8.80, p < .001, ηP
² = 0.09), a nonsignificant main effect for time 
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pressure (F(1) = 3.59, p = .061, ηP
² = 0.04) and a nonsignificant interaction effect 

(F(1) = 0.520, p = .473, ηP
² = 0.01). These results were in line with hypothesis 4 

(system failures reduce trust) but did not support hypothesis 5 (time pressure increases 

trust).  

 

Figure 8. Trust dependent on scenario and group. Narrow bars indicate time pressure (TP+), 

wide bars no time pressure (TP-). F+ indicates scenarios with failure, F- without failure. 

* p < .05, ** p < .01 

In the control group, mean trust was high across scenarios while trust was reduced in 

the feedback group after system failure occurrence. Concluding, along with the result 

that participants in the feedback group significantly less disregarded system failures, 

it can be assumed that the recognition of system failures due to feedback reduced trust 

and safety-critical behaviour. Trust remained at a medium level and participants did 

not show signs of discomfort. Thus, it can be assumed that the trust level in the control 

group was higher than necessary for a safe HRC, indicating a tendency towards over-

trust in the robot. Also assembling time remained equally constant in the feedback 

group. So, negative effects due to fear or distress after failures were not seen, showing 

potential for intentional integration/simulation of ‘safe’ failures to keep trust within 

an appropriate level and attention focussed on the robot system without increasing 

assembling time. This is in line with HRI research suggesting to familiarise users  with 

potential failures of robots (Wagner et al., 2018) and apply ‘deceptive practices’ of 

robots (Aroyo et al., 2021) to prevent over-trust. In conclusion, results point towards 

the occurrence of over-trust in robots. Nevertheless, today there are no specified 

criteria to determine how much is ‘too much’ trust. While in this study participants 

had no parallel second assembling task during robot tasks, this is not probable in 

production sites as it would lower production efficiency. To ensure that participants 

also notice system failures during parallel tasks, simple haptical devices like vibrating 

straps (Scheggi et al., 2014) could force attention in critical situations and visual 

distraction. 

Study limitations 

The defined cut-off value for the disregard of system failures has a huge impact on 

the result regarding safety-critical behaviour. Still, the difference between groups for 

disregarding system failures was large enough for the effect to remain when deducting 

the defined tolerance. Each scenario consisted of five assembling cycles that together 

lasted for around 4 to 5 minutes while trust develops over longer time periods. In the 

control group, participants could have missed failures or judged them as non-critical, 

and later disregarded them. Behavioural observation during the experiment and 

r = .503 ** r = .357 * r = .291 * r = .192 
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experiencing correct gesture control during baseline supported the latter explanation. 

As a result of post-scenario measurement and laboratory setting, it could be assumed 

that participants were aware of experimental variations and expected some sort of 

manipulation. Flook et al. (2019) summarized that ecological validity, especially in 

case of error simulation, is low in laboratory settings as participants perceive the 

setting as artificially, controlled and therefore safe. It can still be assumed that workers 

also believe workplaces to be safe due to occupational safety examinations prior to 

workplace release. Nevertheless, long-term effects of system failures on trust and 

possible habituation effects to ‘safe’ system failures cannot be implied from this study. 

  Conclusion 

In this scenario-based study, effects of a feedback system on operators’ trust, 

performance operationalised by assembling time and safety-critical behaviour were 

examined. A heavy-load robot and an industry-oriented assembling task served as a 

test environment. The visual feedback system consisted of a LED lighting system on 

the robot and an information display. Time pressure and the occurrence of system 

failures were varied within groups. Assembling time was not influenced by 

experimental variations. Time pressure did not have a significant effect on trust or 

safety-critical behaviour. In contrast, the combination of system failures and feedback 

significantly reduced trust to a still tolerable level while not causing distress on 

participants but significantly increasing proper reactions to failure events. Without 

feedback, trust remained on a high level even after system failures, indicating a lack 

of awareness which at least could enhance reaction times in safety-critical situations. 

Especially the LED lighting system was often used by participants as a source of 

information, indicating the potential of a simple colour-coded feedback to calibrate 

trust and reduce safety-critical behaviour in industrial HRC with heavy-load robots. 
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